Preconfigured Interfaces
Seamlessly Integrating Oracle Cloud HCM to Your System Landscape
Are you ready to unleash the true power of Oracle Cloud HCM across your business? Integrating
Oracle Cloud HCM with your HR, payroll and enterprise systems enhances your data’s
consistency, integrity and reliability. It creates a connected data landscape which empowers
strategic people analytics, efficient HR processes, and secure data practices across the board.
However, all too often, companies struggle to integrate Oracle Cloud HCM within their system
landscape. HCM-related data may be mastered in Oracle, while your other systems have a
continued dependency on this data. At Epicenter, we recognise that data consistently flowing to
these downstream systems is a key driver for success.

We have developed hundreds of preconfigured interfaces to connect Oracle Cloud HCM with
downstream systems, tapping into our expertise to make the process simpler and more efficient
than ever before. With many successful deployments around the world, our solution is calibrated
specifically towards world-class integration, solving data integrity issues and enabling Oracle
HCM Cloud to function as your ‘single source of truth’.
These interfaces are preconfigured and already live for other customers, so we simply tailor for
your specific requirements, ready to deploy. As preconfigured interfaces are proven, integration
success is guaranteed. They also feature reduced time-to-deliver and lower implementation
costs.

Preconfigured Interfaces Deliver True Value
Low Risk: Each interface has already been successfully deployed. It’s a proven,
low-risk solution. In fact, other Epicenter and Oracle Cloud HCM customers are
running these interfaces successfully right now. Want to hear it from the horse’s
mouth? Simply get in touch with us and we’ll set up a call so that you can hear
directly from some of our happy customers.
Efficient: Many configuration settings in an interface are reusable, leaving only a
small number which remains to be adjusted to your specific Oracle HCM Cloud
set-up. This means you can plug into these proven connectors with ease. You get
valuable time back, so you can focus on what you do best.
Cost Friendly: The high reusability inherent in each preconfigured interface
means that we are able to ensure it’s a cost friendly solution. Each interface is
supported by our Global Support Desk, ensuring that cost friendliness is
underpinned by excellent quality.
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Navigate to our website:
www.epicenter.eu
Explore our interface library:
www.epicenter.eu/interfacelibrary/
Read our use case:
www.epicenter.eu/use-case/

